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ABSTRACT 

Aut.o1natic Speech Recognition has been an area. under intense research for a 

long tin1e. HoweYer. eYen today. the ultin1ate goal of haYing a fully auton1atic 

speech-recognition systen1 re1nains elusive. During the past seYeral years. the 

study of artificial neural networks has generated a ne'v approach and technique 

for the speech-recognition task. This is because of the ability for these neural 

network n1odels to solYe pattern-recognition problen1s "·hich are difficult to soh·e 

by traditional con1puting n1ethods. Artificial neural networks are based on the 

understanding and n1odeling of the biological neural systen1s. 

This thesis reports on experin1ents on a speech-recognition systen1 using the 

artificial neural network approach. The ability of hun1ans to capture and use 

context inforn1ation Vi'hen perceiving speech play an in1portant role in hun1an 

understanding. Thus. the principal goal of these experin1ents is to inYestigate 

the ability of using artificial neural networks to capture context infonnation and 

then use the information to aid in the classification of speech units. The 

speech-recognition systen1. based on l(ohonen·s Topology Presen·ing ?\Iap. is 

described in this thesis. This speech-recognition systen1 has been si1nulated in 

software and the perforn1ance, in terms of the recognition rate. is reported in 



this thesis. The results recorded indicate perforn1ance much lower than had been 

estimated. Several potential problem areas are identified and suggestions are 

1nade for future studies. 
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CHAPTER I 

L'\TR.ODUCTIO::\ 

1.1 The Problen1 Don1ain 

Auton1atic Speech Recognition continues to be an interesting as well as 

difficult research problen1. The goal to recognize general. continuous speech 

produced by an arbitrary speaker when no speech san1ples haYe been supplied. 

ren1ains elusiYe [1]. Recognition of speech. which is such a natural task for 

hun1an beings. turns out to be a highly con1plex task. This task can generally be 

diYided into different subtasks: these subtasks range fro1n the detection of 

phonen1es fron1 speech waveforn1s to higher level understanding of n1essages. 

Recent progress in cognitive theory has given a n1ore in-depth understanding of 

the hun1an perception n1echanis1n; however. hovv people actually perceive speech 

re1nains an unsoh·ed problen1. 

The high con1plexity of the speech-recognition task is n1ainly due to the 

continuous nature of the speech signal produced by the hun1an 

speech-production n1echanism. Speech waveforms contain the acoustic-phonetic 

characteristics and other cues to identify different speech units such as phonen1es 

and words. However. these acoustic-phonetic characteristics and cues Yary 

1 
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significantly with factors detern1ined by ti1ne and enYiron1nent. Son1e of these 

factors include [2]: 

1. An1biguity: 

Acoustic Yariables are not 1napped one-to-one onto each speech unit. 

H u1nan perception of speech often uses the knovdeclge of the language being 

spoken and the knovdedge in the area of conversation in deten11ining speech 

units. \Ye unconscious!~- and repeatedly use our experiences to relate and 

test fragn1ents of inforn1ation perceived at different levels of abstraction. 

') Coarticulation: 

The acoustic-phonetic properties of a speech unit are highly dependent on 

their neighboring units as well as their position 11·ithin an utterance: thus. 

the characteristics of a speech unit 1nay Yary significantly by its context. 

For exan1ple, a phone1ne n1ay sound differently when it appears in different 

words. Sin1ilarly, a word may sound differently when it appears in different 

utterances. 

3. Phonetic variations: 

The acoustic properties of speech units, such as formant frequencies and 

duration of formant transitions may Yary over tin1e even for the san1e 

speaker. 



-±. Ten1poral ,·ariations: 

The duration of a speech unit n1a:y· ,-ary significantly when spoken by 

different speakers or ·when it is spoken by the san1e speaker at a different 

t i111e. 
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Hence, speech recognition is a task that is characterized by a high degree of 

uncertainty and variability. Fron1 past research efforts. it has been proven 

difficult to achieve good perfonnance using standard serial progra1111ning 

n1ethods [3]. Although 111any heuristic and even sophisticated n1ethods have 

been developed in the past 30 years or so. the best of current speech-recognition 

systen1s require highly constrained tasks for n1oderately good perforn1ance [11]. 

Currently. the 111ost successful and pron1ising technique in the area of auton1atic 

speech-recognition uses the Hidden ldarkov :\Ioclels. \Yhich have been "-idely 

used for auton1atic recognition of isolated and continuous speech. Ho\vever. even 

these n1odels are still limited by the fact that the a priori choice of the n1odel 

topology (e.g.~ the nu111ber of states required, allowable transitions of states. and 

transition rules) has restricted the flexibility of using the n1odels in speech 

recognition [ 4]. 

On the other hand, Artificial ~ eural Networks are attracti,-e for the 

speech-recognition task not only because they are based on the understanding 

and modeling of the biological syste111. but also because they offer a new 

paradigm in information processing. Artificial l\ eural ~ ehvorks can soh"e 



pattern-recognition problen1s by self-adaptation and self-organization of 

network para1neters. which capture the characteristics fron1 input san1ples. and 

then maxin1ize the networks' perforn1ance [10]. Studies in the 

pattern-recognition area haYe indicated Artificial ::\eural ::\etworks den1onstrate 

the following propertie:-;: 

1. Learning: 

Artificial :\" eural ~ et·works have the ability to acquire kno\\·ledge fron1 

san1ple patterns presented to the1n. They can also generalize high order 

constraints (in1plicit kno-wledge) between data ''"hile stressing the 

discri1ninant power between different classes. 

') Parallelisn1: 

The underlying structure of Artificial :\ eura1 ::\ etworks is based on the 

biological neural syste1ns. Artificial Neural ~etworks are inherently 

composed of con1puting units (neurons) processing information and 

interacting with each other simultaneously. This characteristic n1akes 

Artificial ?\ eural ::'\ etwork models highly an1enable to in1plen1entation using 

the current YLSI and parallel processing technology. I\Iassi,·e parallelism 

pro,·ides the high con1putational rate required by real-tin1e 

speech-recognition systen1s [4]. 



3. Fault tolerance: 

Artificial ~ eural :'\ et,,·orks proYide a greater degree of robustness. greater 

degree of noise tolerance. and offer n1ore graceful degradation than 

traditional pattern-recognition systen1s. 

1. ') Prohlen1 Definition 

In this thesis, the use of context inforn1ation in the recognition of continuous 

speech using an Artificial :\eural ~etwork. the I\:ohonen·s Topology PreserYing 

~lap. \Yas inYestigated. The research \Yas concentrated on eYaluating the effect of 

using the neural network to capture context inforn1ation and the effectiveness of 

using this context infonnation on the perforn1ance of recognizing continuous 

speech. 

1.3 Specific Tasks 

The research consisted of two phases: 

Phase 1: Simulation of Kohonen · s network 1nodel. 

In this phase, Kohonen's network n1odel was si1nulated. The behavior of the 

n1odel was thoroughly eYaluated and tested using artificial data. Yalues of 

different parameters, such as the learning rate o ( t) and the neighborhood 

function _YE( t ), were Yaried to study their effect on the net\York. Two 

experiments were developed in this phase: 



1. Testing the n1odel using randon1 nun1bers generated fron1 unifonn 

distributions. 

·/ Testing the n1oclel using randon1 nun1bers generated fro1n a Gaussian 

distribution. 

Phase 2: Recognition of continuous speech signals. 

In this phase. the proposed n1odel was sin1ulated and used as a Continuous 

Speech-Recognition systen1. This systen1 ,,·as trained to recognize short 

continuous phrases. Each short phrase contained the san1e nun1ber of words 

chosen fron1 a fixed vocabulary set. The netiYork IYas first trained to fon11 

6 

t en1plates for each short phrase. then a set of test data IYas used to test the 

recognition rate of the systen1 by ten1plate n1atching. In this phase. the folloiYing 

work IYas done: 

1. Sin1ulation: 

The proposed n1odel 11·as sin1ulated by software in C on the VA~ 8650. 

2. Experiments: 

The following experin1ents were done in this phase: 

(a) The n1odel 1vas trained and tested using raw speech data as input. so 

that preprocessing was kept to a n1inin1u1n. The performance of the 

system was then observed and evaluated. 



(b) The n1odel \Yas trained and tested using preprocessed data as input. 

Here. raw speech data was con':erted into frequency do1nain para1neters 

using the Fast Fourier Transforn1. The power spectrun1 \Yas con1puted 

for each seg1nent and wns then nonnalized into constant length. 

3. Evaluation of perforn1ance: 

(a) The perfonnance that was achie,·ecl using the proposed 1nodel was 

evaluated. The perfonnance was n1ainly characterized by n1easuring the 

recognition rate. 

(b) This 1nethocl was evaluated by con1paring the results \\·ith results fro1n 

other existing 1nethocls. 

4. Reco1nn1endation for future research: 

Future research and experin1ents are recon11nended in section 5.2 based on 

the outcome of this work. 

1.4 Thesis Outline 

Chapter one of this thesis describes the problem don1ain~ the research 

problem~ and the n1ethod of investigation. The second chapter pro,·ides the 

background infonnation in automatic speech recognition as well as in neural 

co1nputing: here l(ohonen's Topology Preserving 1Iap is described in detail. 

Chapter three describes how several of the Topology Preserving ~laps are 



cascaded together and used as a speech-recognition system for continuous 

speech. This chapter also describes the experin1ents set up for the evaluation of 

the performance of our speech-recognition system. Chapter four presents and 

analyzes the results from the experiments. The final chapter draws conclusions 

and reco1n1nends future research. 
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CHAPTER II 

BACKGROl-\'"D I::\FQR),IATIO::\ 

2.1 Speech Production and Perception 

2.1.1 The Speech-Production ),lodel 

The hun1an Yocal organs can be diYided into three n1ain subsysten1s: (a) 

lungs and trachea. (b) larynx. and (c) the vocal tract. A schen1atic cliagran1 of 

the hun1an vocal apparatus is shoY\'n in Figure 2.1. The lungs and the trachea 

act as the power supply to the systen1. The larynx. being connected to the lungs 

by the trachea. is the principal sound-generating systen1 [2). It consists of the 

cartilage and the n1uscles necessary to control the opening and closing between 

the ends of the vocal cords in the larynx. The space between the Yocal cords is 

called the glottis [2). The vocal cords are the n1ain excitation source for speech 

generation. The Yocal tract consists of eYerything between the vocal cords and 

the lips. The shape of the ,·ocal tract is detennined by the position of the lips~ 

jaw~ tongue. and ,.e lun1. Aln1ost all parts along the vocal tract contribute to the 

production of speech. The major function of the vocal tract is the coloring and 

the articulation of the Yoice [2). Operation of this syste1n can be Yiewed as 

consisting of t\vo phases: excitation and modulation. Excitation is Inostly done 

9 
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in the glottis ,,·hile n1odulation is done by the ,·arious or(Jans in the ,·ocal tract. 
~ b 

::\Ioclulation is what we do to in1pose infonnation on the glottal output [2]. 

Generation of sound is done in three ways: voice. fricatives. and plo~i,·es. Yoiced 

sounds are produced by exciting the vocal tract with quasi-periodic pubes of air 

pressure caused by the vocal cords. Fricative sounds are produced by fonning a 

constriction so1newhere in the vocal tract and forcing air through the 

constriction. thus creating the turbulence that produces a source of noise to 

excite the vocal tract. The plosives sounds are created by con1pletely dosing off 

the vocal tract. building up pressure. and then quickly releasing it [15]. A typical 

speech \\·aveforn1 is shown in Figure 2.2 

2.1.2 Perception of Speech 

2.1.2.1 So1ne Properties of the Perceived Speech 

H un1ans percei ,.e speech within the frequency range that varies fron1 

approxi1nately 16Hz to 16KHz. This range varies with the age of the person 

perceiving the speech. For exa1nple. the upper li1nit of the range falls to 10KHz 

for elderly people, while this li1nit reaches 20kHz for a child. However. n1ost of 

the information required for speech intelligibility is contained between 3kHz and 

4kHz. Perceived intensity ranges fro1n 0 to 130 dB spl. (reference level 

l0- 16u) crn2). At the high end. sound turns to pain: while at the low end, it 

becomes silence. On the other hand. the perceived loudness is a function of both 
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the frequency and the level. By con1paring tones at different frequencies and 

an1plitudes. contours of equal subjectiYe loudness can be forn1ed. The general 

form of these contours is shown in Figure 2.3. 

2.1.2.2 The H un1an Perception ~Iechanisn1 

13 

Hun1an perception of speech can be ,·iewed as consisting of three processes: 

(a) the receiving of sound. (b) the conversion of sound into nen·e in1pulses. and 

(c) the interpretation of the perceiYed sound. 

The first two processes are done by the ear. Figure 2.-± shows the sectional 

view of the htunan ear. The ear is con1posed of three parts: the outer ear. the 

n1iddle ear. and the inner ear. The tympany n1embrane of the outer ear vibrates 

in response to the incon1ing sound. which is then transn1itted through the 

n1iddle ear to the inner ear. The inner ear consists of the ,·estibular apparatus. 

the round and oval \vindo-vv. and the cochlea. The cochlea is the passage \vay 

which communicates with the n1iddle ear through the round and oval \vindow. 

An uncoiled cochlea is shown in Figure 2.5. The cochlea also contains the 

transducers which convert the acoustic ,-ibration to nerve in1pulses. Analysis of 

the cochlea has shown that the basilar membrane within the cochlea vibrates in 

response to applied sounds. The responses reach a n1axi1nu1n at one point along 

the length of the basilar men1brane and the location of this n1axi1nu1n is a 

function of the frequency of the sound. Figure 2.6 sho\vs this result when the 
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location of the n1axin1un1-an1plitude point is plotted against frequency. Based on 

this observation~ son1e researchers believe that the cochlea acts as a 

n1echanical-neural spectral analyzer. This is known as the place theory of 

frequency resolution. Ho\vever. results fro1n other research [7] have shown that 

the firings of auditory nerves occur \Yith a frequency equal to that of the 

incon1ing sound. Thus. son1e researchers believe that the brain cletern1ines 

frequenc:y by 1neasuring the rate at Y\·hich firings take place. :\either of these 

theories. ho\~.rever. can fully explain the structure and behavior of the ear. 

The third process is clone by the brain. The question that is concerned here 

is how the acoustical input to the ear is translated by the brain into speech. A 

large an1ount of research has been done in this area. but. as of yet. no con1plete 

ansY'i·er has been derived. Parsons [2] has giYen a sun1n1ary of these different 

approaches. Ho-wever. it is generally believed that context plays a Yery 

i1nportant role in the ease and accuracy of perception. In other \Vords, the 

identification of a certain speech unit is influenced by the past inputs (left 

context) as well as the future inputs (right context). 

2.2 Auto1natic Speech Recognition 

One important goal of Auton1atic Speech Recognition (ASR) is to use natural 

means of co1nmunication to interact with co1nputers. in other \vords. to develop 

n1achines that can respond to hun1an voices. Ever since the early twentieth 
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century, researchers and scientists have been looking for n1ethods to develop 

speech-recognition systen1s that can recognize htunan speech in real tin1e. This 

section describes son1e of the background inforn1ation in the different subareas of 

speech recognition and current approaches to speech-recognition proble1ns. 

2.2.1 Subareas in Speech Recognition 

Speech-recognition proble1ns can be divided into the following subareas. The 

sequence is in order of increasing difficulties. 

1. Isolated-,vord recognition: 

This is the least con1plex subarea in automatic speech recognition. Here. 

individual speakers speak slowly and clearly. Speakers pause betvi'een words 

so that 'vords are separated by clear boundaries and the coarticulation 

between words is mini1nized. However, this is not the natural Y\·ay that 

hun1ans co1nn1unicate. An Isolated \Vord Recognizer usually treats the 

entire word as the unit of recognition. 

2. Continuous speech recognition: 

In this subarea of automatic recognition, speakers do not pause between 

words. Thus~ there is no consistent clue to locate the boundaries (the 

beginning and end) of a word. Furthern1ore. pronunciation by the speakers 

tends to be sloppier. Coarticulation effects are, thus. 1nore se,·ere both at 

the phoneme level as well as at the word level. T\vo different approaches are 
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generally used in continuous speech recognizers. One is to use the \\·hole 

sentence or phrase as the recognition unit. This is only applicable if the 

phrases are short and the size of the Yocabulary is sn1all. Another approach 

is to use s1naller speech units. such as phonen1es or words~ as the 

recognition unit. In this approach~ the probletn exists in segtnentation due 

to the seYere overlapping of neighboring speech units. and the recognizers 

are a lot 1nore con1 plex. 

3. Speech understanding syste1n: 

This is the ultin1ate goal of speech-recognition research ,,·here n1achines try 

to recognize and interpret the n1eaning of the speakers input. 

Speech-understanding systen1s. thus. have the highest cotnplexity. This 

research area has been supported by the Advanced Research Project Agency 

project since the 1970s. but the only systen1 that 1net the stated goal was 

the ··Harpy"' syste1n developed by C~Il-. This systen1 used a finite-state 

n1odel of language to Yerify and control front-end phonetic decision. The 

error rate for a 1101-\vord vocabulary and five talkers vi·as fiye percent [2]. 

Other subareas in auton1atic speech recognition include speaker-dependent or 

independent recognition systetns. speaker identification. and word-spotting. 
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2.2.2 Alternative Yiewpoints to Achieve ASR 

Speech con11nunication is a process ,,·hereby linguistic n1essages are converted 

into acoustic \Yavefornls through a con1plex articulation process. The acoustic 

signals are then transn1itted and picked up by the auditory syste1n for conversion 

back into 1nessages through the speech perception process. Bristcm· [17] 

suggested four basic viewpoints to acco1nplish speech recognition: 

1. Acoustic signal vie\vpoint: 

Speech signals are ,·iewed as just another wavefonn. Recognition can be 

achie,·ed by sin1ply applying general signal-processing techniques such as 

spectral analysis. statistical procedures. and probability models. 

2. Speech-production viewpoint: 

This viewpoint suggests that recognition can be achieved by understanding 

the conununication ··source·· of the speech signal, and capturing essential 

aspects of the \Yay in which the speech was produced by the hun1an vocal 

systen1 (e.g .. the rate of vibration of vocal cords. vocal tract resonances. 

etc.). 

3. Sensory reception viewpoint: 

This viewpoint suggests recognizing speech by duplicating the human 

auditory reception process, extracting para1neters and classifying patterns 



·)·) --
as is done in the ear. auditorY nen·es. and sensorv feature detectors of the 

~ ~ 

ear-brain syste1n. 

-±. Speech perception vievvpoint: 

This viewpoint suggests that recognition can be achieYed by extracting 

features and n1aking categorical distinctions that are experi1nentally 

established as being in1portant to hun1an perception of speech (e.g .. fonnant 

transitions and voice onset ti1ne. vowel distinguishers. and linguistic 

category detector). 

These four viev,·points are illustrated in Figure 2. 7. Apparently. 111any of the 

developed techniques in speech recognition are con1binations of the above 

vie\Ypoints. And these four vie'''points reflect different \\·ays in \Yhich the 

linguistic n1essage being com1nunicated is encoded at various stages in the 

production and reception of speech. 

2.3 Artificial :\'" eural ~ etY\·ork Syste1ns 

Artificial Neural ?\etworks are modeled on the structure and the 

understanding of biological neural syste1ns. An Artificial :\'" eural ~ etwork 

consists of a group of elen1ental processors interconnected \Yith each other in a 

n1anner re1niniscent of the biological neural network. Each processing elen1ent or 

node in the network represents a neuron and the acti,·ities in the network are 

governed by a set of learning rules. Each node can accept n1ultiple inputs but 
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giYes only one output. The output fron1 each node is then fanned out to other 

nodes through the interconnections. Artificial ::\ eural Systen1s process 

inforn1ation by n1odifying their responses to external forces in responses to 

experience [10]. Thus. instead of following a step-by-step procedure in 

processing infonnation. an Artificial ::\eural :\etwork adjusts itself to associate 

objects \Yith its en,~ironnlent. 

Recent research has shov;,'n that Artificial ::\ eural ::\ etworks haYe 

2-1 

out-perfon11ed traditional problen1-soh·ing approaches. especially in areas where 

the lllnnan brain has perfonned ,·ery ·well. One such area is the area of pattern 

recognition~ "·here 1nany problen1s in this area ha,·e not been soh·ed successfully. 

Although 1nany traditional con1puter science approaches haYe been applied in 

this area~ 1nethods for carrying thetn out afforclably with sufficient speed and 

\Yith adequate robustness haYe not been aYailable [16]. A concept central to the 

practice of pattern recognition is that of the discrin1inant. The idea is that a 

pattern-recognition syste1n should learn a.daptiYely fron1 experiences and 

discover Yarious discrin1inants. each appropriate for its purpose. Thus. the two 

processes of generalization and specialization are Yery in1portant for pattern 

recognition. Generalization enables a pattern-recognition syste1n to function 

con1pletely throughout the pattern space. even though it has learned fron1 

observing only a litnited body of exatnples. Specialization allows such a syste1n 

to recover fro1n error and to in1proYe itself [18]. Artificial ::\eural :\"et\\·orks seen1 



to shcnv pron1ise in perforn1ing these two processes. Recent inYestigations by 

Lee [19] in font recognition and by Lodi [20] in digital signal recognition using 

Artificial I\ eural ::\ et\vorks haYe both recorded favorable results in con1parison 

with traditional met hods. 

2.3 

Artificial ~ eural ::'\ etworks learn by using either superYisecl training or 

unsupervised training. In supen·ised training. both the input data and the 

desired output are presented to the system. During each trial. the network 

con1pares its own output with the desired output. It then modifies the network 

paran1eters or weights until the desired output is obtained. In unsupervised 

training. no desired output is gi,·en to the network. and the network is allowed to 

adjust itself until the same or si1nilar outputs are obtained fro1n sin1ilar patterns. 

2.4 l{ohonen's Topology Preserving !\lap 

l{ohonen has shown that by using a t\vo-din1ensional network. consisting of 

si1nple adaptive processing units. characterized by short-range lateral feedback 

between neighboring units, the process of self-organized clustering can be 

achieved. By using this t\vo-di1nensional nehvork. input patterns fron1 an 

?\-dimensional space can be mapped into a smaller nu1nber of points in an 

"output" space. Mapping is done autonomously by the systen1 and without an\· 

external supervision~ and clustering is achieved in a self-organized n1anner. 



Thi~ section describes the biological base~ the fonnula tion. and the 

architecture of Kohonen·s Topology Presel",·ing ~lap. Finally. a sin1plified 

algorithn1 for training the n1odel is gi,·en at the end of this section. 

2.4.1 The Biological Base 

Kohonen 's Topology Presen·ing :\lap is based on the obselTation that the 

placen1ent of neurons an1ong the sensory pathways in the brain is orderly and 

often reflects son1e physical characteristics of the external sti1nulus being 
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sensed [1]. An exan1ple of this is observed at the different levels of the auditory 

pathway. There. ne1Te cells and fibers are arranged anato1nically in relation to 

the frequency which elicits the greatest response in each neuron. This tonotopic 

organization in the auditory pathway extends up to the auditory cortex. 

Although n1uch of the lov,'-level organization is genetically predetern1ined. it is 

likely that some of the organization at higher level is created during learning by 

algori t h1ns which pron1ote self-organization [5]. 

Several recent investigations also found that son1e lan1inar networks which 

consisted of interconnected adaptive units have an ability of changing their 

responses in such a way that the location of a cell in a network "·here the 

response is obtained beco1nes specific to a certain characteristic feature in the set 

of input signals [1]. This specification, in particular, occurs in the san1e 

topological order \Yhich is present in the 1netric relation of the input signal 



patterns. Consequently. there exist n1appings \Yhich are able to preserYe the 

topological relations while perforn1ing a din1ensionality reduction of the 

presentation space. 

2.-±.2 ~Iathe1natical Fonnulation of the :-doclel 

Detailed analysis of the biological phenon1ena that take place at the leYel of 

the neurons leads to co1nplex systen1s of nonlinear differential equations with a 

nun1ber of state Yariables. Such con1plex syst en1 would becon1e un1nanagable for 

con1putational application: thus. si1nplification of the n1athen1atics is necessary. 

Figure 2.8 shows a 1nodel of a neuron. Input signals to this neuron i are 

represented by the Yariable c.~. These input signals are connected to the neuron 

through different trans1nittance l'ir correspond to the coupling strengths of the 

neural junctions. Both anaton1ical and physiological eYidence indicate that these 

neurons interact with each other laterally. and that the following actiYities 

occurr between then1: 

1. Short-range lateral excitation reaching up to a radius of 50 to 100 pn1 (in 

pri1nates). 

2. A \Yider ring of inhibitory action surrounding the central exitatory area. 

reaching up to a radius of 200 to 500 pn1. 
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3. A n1uch weaker excitatory action surrounding the inhibitory area. reaching 

up to a radius of several centin1eters. 

Figure 2.9 shows an array of such neurons interconnected too·ether in a - ~ b 

one-di1nensional array. In this figure. an open circle reprt>sents excitatory 

connections and a solid circle represents inhibitory connections. The lateral 

interaction between neurons is depicted in Figure 2.10. Thus. the local 

excitation due to input signals for unit i is given by 

n 

Oi = L ~i,J['i.i 
j=l 

and the net excitation to unit i is giYen by 

where ; k represents the strength of the lateral interaction. The output or 

acti,-ity of unit z 1s 

Here 8 is a threshold co1nn1on for all units and is taken by Kohonen to be 

8 = n1ax {17i} - E 
t 

( 2.1) 

( 2.2) 

( 2.3) 

( 2.4) 

\Yhere E is a s1nall positiYe constant. Then the unit .,;.,' .\\·hich has the greatest 

output value~ is chosen by an additional discrin1inant function such that ~is said 

to be mapped onto this unit. Thus.,;.,' is defined by 

1]..._, = 1119.x{ 1]i} - E. ( •) .-) -·0 
t 
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Kohonen"s studies have indicated that this kind of net,,·ork topology is able 

to organize itself in such a wav that the activitY in each unit is 1naxi1nized when . . 

a certain input is presented to it [7]. 

Another characteristic pheno1nenon. which is due to the lateral feedback in 

the network is the forn1ation of an activity bubble. Initially. the activit:· 

distribution in the network 1nay be randon1. but after ~ufficient input is 

presented to the network. the activity develops into clusters of certain 

din1ension. These activity clusters appear to be located around the 

neighborhood oft he unit "·it h n1axi1ntun activit,·. 

:2.-±.3 Training Algorithn1 for the ~Ioclcl 

In this algoritlun. Kohonen·s 1nodel consists of a set of processing units which 

are connected together to fonn a two-din1ensional network. representing a 

lan1inar of neurons. Each unit is connected extensively to its surrounding units 

in a lateral direct ion (Figure 2.11). 

At each tin1e step. a neighborhood. which rese1nbles the acti,·ity bubbles or 

activity clusters. is defined around every unit. The size of this neighborhood 

_YE( t) slowly decreases in ti1ne (Figure 2.12). Input patterns are presented to all 

units so that each unit can process the san1e pattern si1nultaneously. 

During the training phase. the weight vectors p in each unit are first 

initialized randon1ly to s1nall values. Input patterns are then presented to the 
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network at discrete tin1e instances. The input pattern is con1pared with the 

weight Yectors in each unit. The unit which is clo~e~t to the input pattern i~ 

selected. The ·weight ,-ector in this selected unit and its neighbor are then 

rotated towards this pattern. After enough patterns are presented to the 

network, the \Veight ,-ectors \vill be organized in such a \vay that topologically 

close nodes are sensitive to inputs ,,-hich are physically sin1ilar. Sin1ilarly. the 

\veights will specify clusters or vector center that san1ple the input space such 

that the point density function of the vector centers tends to approxin1ate the 

probability density function of the input ,-ectors [7]. 

2.4.3.1 Forn1ulation of the Algorith1n 

Let Pi(t) be the weight vector in unit i and ~(f) be an ::\-din1ensional input 

pattern at tin1e t. And let fli,;(t) and ~ij(t) be their con1ponents. respectively. 

For any time instance t = 0.1 1 2 ..... the Euclidean distance behveen p(t) and 

~( t) is given by: 

d· 1 ll~(t)- p.(t)ill ( 2.6) 

S-1 

L(~.~(t)- /1ij(t))2 ( ') -) 
-·I 

j=O 

and the selected unit ['min is defined as the node Y\·ith n1inin1u1n distant di: 

Umin = lniniJJ~(t)- Pi(t)JJ. ( 2.8) 
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::\o\Y. for each unit \Yithin _YEmm(t), the neighborhood defined around [~min 

at tin1e t. of Cmin· weights are adjusted tov,·arcls ((t) while weights for all other 

units re1nains unaffected: 

(:2.9) 

and 

fLi(f + 1) = f-li(f) (:2.10) 

where o ( t) is a gain term "·hich deten11ines the learning speed for the network. 

The value of o:( t) is behveen 0 and 1. and decreases slowly with a rate inYersely 

proportional to time: 

a(t) x 1/t (:2.11) 



CHAPTER III 

APPROACHES A\""D E~PERI:\IE\"TAL 

ARRA~GE~IE:\T 

Hun1ans perceiYe speech utterances as a sequence of phonetic or speech units. 

The acoustic \Ya\·efornls of an utterance contain a lot of cues that can help us 

identify these speech units. ,,·hich eYentually lead us to the identification of the 

utterance. \Yhen we try to recognize these speech units. these cues generally 

con1e fron1 three different sources: 

1. Cues obtained fron1 the acoustic properties associated with each speech unit. 

•) Cues obtained by knowing the identification of the surrounding speech units. 

3. Cues obtained fro1n the sen1antic and syntactic context of the utterance. 

The principal cues that lead to the identification of speech units are their 

acoustic properties. HoY\'e\·er, due to the continuous nature of the hu1nan 

speech-production mechanisn1~ speech units coarticulate with each other. As a 

result, their acoustic properties are dispersed and overlapped in tin1e. This 

coarticulation effect occurs most serious between phone1nes within different 

words~ but becon1es more significant between \Vords in continuous speech ,,·here 

words run into each other and there is no pause between Vi'ords. 

37 
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Currentl~·. there is a lot of research in Auto1natic Speech Recoguition using 

the neural network approach ( [3).[-±).[6]. [9].[12].[13].[1-±].[21] ). Results frcnn tlwse 

studies have indicated perfonnance ccnnparable to existing recognition n1ethocls. 

However. 1nost of these current neural network n1odels did not use the n1odel to 

capture context inforn1ation and use these cues to aid the classification of speech 

units. \Yaikel et al. [3] reported using a Tin1e Delay ~ eural ~ etwork ( TD :\":\) 

that classifies phonen1es based on the prior (or left) contexts and achieved 

perforn1ance better than using H:\I~Is. However. there exists evidence [22] that 

perception is not only influenced by past history. but it is also influenced by 

what is percei,·ed later (right context). Leung and Sue [1-±] described using an 

Error Back-Propagation n1oclel to recognize English vowels by presenting both 

the left and right context inforn1ation to the network. They obtained results 

which are con1parable to htnnan perforn1ance. 

In this chapter. a continuous speech-recognition systen1 based on Kohonen' s 

Topology Preserving :0-Iap is introduced. This speech-recognition sy~ten1 

atten1pts to capture both the left and the right contexts of a speech unit and 

then use this infonnation in aiding the classification of the speech unit. Section 

one of this chapter describes the architecture oft he systen1~ ho\v the systen1 is 

expected to capture context inforn1ation, and how this context infonnation is 

used to aid the classification of speech units. The second section describes the 

experimental arrange1nents to test and evaluate the speech-recognition systen1. 
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3.1 The Speech-Recognition Systen1 

The structure of the speech-recognition systen1 is ~hown in Figure 3.1. The 

syste1n uses the approach of te1nplate n1atching. A typical speech-recognition 

syste1n that uses the 1nethod of te1nplate 1natching should consist of con1ponents 

that perfonn the following 1najor tasks: 

1. Preprocessing of the speech ti111e 1vave to extract significant inforn1ation: 

·) Creating and sa,·ing the te1nplates for each utterance obtained frcnn the 

training set: 

3. Classifying an unknown utterance by n1atching it \Yith the stored ten1plates 

using son1e kind of decision logic. 

The relations of these tasks are further represented by the flo-vv-chart sho\vn in 

Figure 3.2. The follo\ving discussion describes how these tasks have been done in 

this speech-recognition systen1. 

3.1.1 Preprocessing 

In the traditional speech-recognition approach. preprocessing usually 

involves tasks like end-point detection: tin1e and an1plitude non11alization; 

careful segn1entation of utterances into speech units. such as words or phonen1es: 

and feature extraction. :!\Iany of these tasks are tin1e-consu1ning or need 

con1plex algorithn1s. and. in n1any cases. are in1possible to perfonn accurately. 
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For exa1nple. in continuous speeches. the lack of pause bet"·een words and the 

seriousness of the coarticulation effect often n1ake accurate segn1entation of an 

utterance into words or even phonen1es i1npussible. 

-±2 

One purpose of using artificial neural networks in speech recognition is to 

create n1ore robust recognition syste1ns. For exan1ple. if artificial neural net\vork 

syste1ns can be designed and trained to deal \Yith the te1nporal ,·ariations in 

speech wavefonns, as in [3], no precise segn1entation and align1nent of input 

patterns should be necessary. Thus. in our systen1. preprocessing "·ill be kept to 

a n1inin1un1. The only preprocessing done for this systen1 is: 

1. Segn1entation: 

Speech utterances are di,·ided into seg1nents of equal tin1e durations. 

2. Power spectru1n generation: 

Each segn1ented speech signal is transforn1ed into the frequency do1nain by 

using the Fast Fourier Transform and a Hanning window. The logarithn1s of 

the spectral powers are then computed and grouped in l6-co1nponent real 

vectors. 

3. Amplitude nonnalization: 

The resulting pattern vectors are then normalized to equal length. 
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3.1.2 Training and Recognition 

3.1.2.1 Abstraction of Context Inforn1ation l-sing TP~I 

The goal of this thesis is to inYestigate the ability for neural net\\·orks to 

capture context inforn1ation. in this case using the Topology PreserYing ~lap. 

Kohonen has den1onstrated 1 in his work ( [7]. [8]). that the nehvork described in 

section 2.-1 has the ability to capture higher-level abstractions fron1 the inputs 

and n1ap then1 into a two-di1nensional netvvork. Furthennore. based on the 

Topology PreserYing ~lap, Kohonen has deYeloped ,,·hat he calls the phonetic 

1nap and has used it in his neuro-phonetic type,vriter [6]. He used data 

extracted fro1n continuous speech Wa\·efonns in training the network. This 

resulted in a phonetic n1ap where different units in the network becon1e 

sensitized to different phone1nes (Figure 3.3). In Figure 3.3. each box represents 

a node in the network. The darkness of the boxes indicates the response to the 

phonen1e below each n1ap where white indicates 1naxi1nu1n response. Kohonen 

uses this phonetic map to obtain a preliminary classification for each phone1ne in 

an unknown utterance. He then uses sets of gra1nn1atical rules for phonen1es to 

correct errors due to coarticulation. 

Based on the results of Kohonen 's study in the Topology Preserving ~laps. a 

neural network structure for continuous speech recognition is deYeloped. 

Figure 3.4 shows a schematic of this neuralnet\vork model. The goal of this 
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neural network architecture is to classify a speech unit by extrartin~ rues frotn 

its in1n1ediate context and using these cues to aid the classification of the speech 

unit. The n1odel is cotnposed of three basic n1odules each of which contains a 

Topology PreserYing ).lap and a selector. The selector takes the outputs fro1n 

the Topolog:y PreserYing ~lap and selects the node ,,·hirh gi,·es a n1axin1un1 

response to an unkno\vn pattern. This selector ran be a ccnnparator or it ran be 

a neural network by itself. as in the counter-propagation 1nodel [2-±]. These three 

n1odules are separated into two leYels. Le,·el one consists of n1odules J\1 and 

J\2. and level two consists of the 1nodule J\3. Outputs fron1 n1odules I~.-1 and 

J\2 go into the n1odule J\3. The purpose of the 1nodules in level one is to 

abstract context infonna.tion fron1 the in1n1ediate neighbor. 

Training of the network consisted of two phases: 

1. Training of leve 1 one: 

The two n1odules J\1 and J\2 are trained separately but using the san1e 

n1ethod as described in section 2.4. Sequence of speech segn1ents fron1 the 

training set is presented continuously to the network in each tnodule. After 

enough data is presented to the network. each node in the net\vork should 

becon1e sensitized to patterns of each speech segn1ent. 
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2. Training of level two: 

Training of 1~3 is again si1nilar to the n1ethod described in section 2.-!. but 

in a slightly different way. Consider the training of SEG(t). the input 

speech segn1ent at tin1e t. Before data fron1 SEG(t) is presented to the 

network, data fro1n SEG(t- 1) and SEG(t + 1) are presented to the 

n1odules 1~1 and 1~2, respectively. These t\YO n1oclules at level one will try 

to classify the t\YO segn1ents. The output fron1 these two n1odules. which 

becon1es the left and right context of the SEG(t). is then 1nergecl \vith data 

fron1 SEG(t) and beco1nes the input pattern to the n1odule J .... -3. Thus. J..,_-3 

classifies SEG(t) with the aid of its in1n1ediate context. 

After all the 1nodules are trained. each utterance in the training set is then 

presented to the n1odules again. This tin1e~ ten1plates for each utterance are 

fon11ed by labelling each segn1ent in the utterance with the output fro1n the 

n1odule 1\3. The training of the systen1 is represented in the flow-chart shov·:n in 

Figure 3.5. 

The process of recognition for unkno,·vn utterances is sin1ilar to the forn1ation 

of the templates. The output sequence for each speech seg1nent in an unknown 

utterance is recorded and co1npared \vith the stored ten1plates. The unkno·wn 

utterance is then classified as the utterance \vhose te1npla.te best n1atches the 

output sequence of the unknown template. Best 1natches is defined as the 

template having the shortest metric distance to the output of unknown sequence. 
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Figure :3.5: Flow-Chart for Training the Systc1n 
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3.2 Experin1ental Arrange1nents 

3.2.1 Soft\vare Si1nulation 

-19 

The speech-recognition systen1 is both sin1ulated on the VAX-S630 and the 

Sl-:\" 4 using C-Language progran1s. 

3.2.2 Progran1 ~Iodules 

Since the systen1 invoh·es intense con1putations in preprocessing. training~ as 

well as in recognition, the systen1 is sin1ulated by dividing each of these tasks 

into four separate progran1s: 

1. PREP ROC. C: con1putes the short ti1ne po\Yer spectnun for speech 

segn1ents using the Hanning \vindow. 

•) KT RAINl. C: perforn1s incren1ental training of the le,·el one networks. 

3. KTRAIN2. C: perfon11s incre1nental training of the level two networks. 

4. RECOG. C: forms single or 1nultiple templates for each utterance in the 

training set and 1natches the utterances in the testing set with the fonned 

te1nplate. 

A listing of these programs can be found in the Appendices. 



3.2.3 Training and Recognition 

Theoretically. the speech-recognition syste1u contained three different 

n1ocleules. HoweYer. since each of the network 1nodules at leYel one is trained 

jQ 

separately using the san1e training dataset. these t\VO network n1odules are 

Yirtually the san1e. Thus. during the sin1ulation. only one of these network 

n1odules is needed. As a result. processing tin1e for obtaining context 

infon11ation was also optin1ized. This is due to the fact that speech data are 

sequentiaL and the right context for a speech segn1ent at tin1e t beco1nes the left 

context of another speech segn1ent are tin1e t + 2. Therefore. in both 

I\_-T RAI_Yl.C and RECOG.C, the right context ,,·as saYed in a buffer and \Vas 

used as the left context later. This in1proYed the processing ti1ne of the 

sin1ulation quite significantly. 

The following describes how the four progra1n n1odules were operated when 

used in sin1ulating the speech-recognition system: 

1. If the speech-recognition syste1n is trained by power spectral coefficients. 

run the progra1n PREP ROC.C to set up the power spectru1ns for each 

speech data file. 

2. Train the network 1nodule at level one by running the progra1n 

I\:T RAJJYl.C. 
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3. Train the network 1nodule at leYel t\vo by running the progran1 

4. Classfy unknovi'n speech utterance by running the progrmn RECOG.C. 

o. Set up reference ten1plates and classify the unko\vn speech utterance. 

3.2.4 The Database 

The original intention of this proposed n1oclel was for the recognition of 

continuous speech. Data for this thesis had been collected through the Chi1nera 

system [23]. Each recording is lo\\' passed filtered~ sa1npled at an 8kHz rate. and 

quantized at 12 bits for each sa1nple. Recordings ,,·ere n1ade in an ordinary 

classroo1n enYironn1ent, and the aYerage signal-to-noise ratio ranges frcn11 32dB 

to 40dB. These datasets are made up of utterance each of which contains a 

three-word sequence spoken continuously by the speakers. 

Although a total of 120-digit sequences had been collected. the an1ount of 

data ,,·as still not enough for the network paran1eters to converge. Thus. we 

changed to a much larger database. The dataset that had been used in this 

research consists of the isolated telephone digits taken fron1 the TI~IIT 

database. The database consists of four sets of data, \Yi t h each set containing 

the 11 telephone digits spoken by 16 speakers. The datasets will be referred to 

as SET1, SET2, SET3. and SET4 in this thesis. These data. which are san1pled 



using a 20kHz sa1npling rate, are first down-sampled to 8kHz before they are 

used. A detailed description of this database can be found in [25]. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESl-LTS A:\"D A:\"ALYSIS 

The experi1nents described in the pre,-ious chapters are perfonned and the 

results of those experi1nent s are presented in this chapter. 

-±.1 Testing of Kohonen · s :\" ehvork 

Here. the basic Kohonen"s network. as described in section 2.-±.3. was 

sin1ulated. This network \Yas tested with pattern ,-ectors generated fro1n unifonn 

and Gaussian distributions. The results of these si1nulations are sho\Yn in 

Figures 4.1 and 4.2. where the weight vectors for each node are plotted. The line 

connecting the ·weight Yectors indicated the nodes associated with the \Yeight 

vectors are adjacent to each other in the network. For Figure 4.1. sequences of 

hvo-din1ensional pattern Yectors distributed uniforn1ly \Yithin a unit square were 

used as input to the network; while in Figure -±.2. the sequences of 

tvvo-din1ensional pattern Yectors are distributed in the unit square ,,·ith a 

Gaussian distribution. It can be seen that. in both cases, an ordered n1apping 

has been formed after enough patterns are presented to the net\vork. :\"etwork 

parameters and their effects on the 1napping of the net\\·ork were also studied. 

Self-organization formed when the initial neighborhood radius is approxin1ately 
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Figure 4.1: Self-Organization of t.he Network and Approxiuw t.iou of t.be Input 
Distribution (with uuifonn input distribut.iou) 
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Figure 4.2: Sclf.-Orgauizat.iou of I lie .\Tehvork ,,·ud . .:.\.pproxin1<.1tio11 of the Input 
Di~tribution( wi t.h Gau~sian input cli~t.rilJut.ion) 



equal to half of the size of the netvvork. The initial step size has to be large 

enough so that the nehvork 1veights "·ill ha,·e enough tin1e to orgnnize. For 

exan1ple. "·ith the Gaussian dataset. the initial step size has to be at least 500 

iterations. If the initial step size is lower than this li1nit. the 1veight distribution 

becon1es twisted. Varying the conYergence of the learning rate slows dovn1 the 

ordering process. but the n1ap fon11ed is closer to the input distribution. 

4.2 Recognition \Y'"ith Speech Data 

In this phase. the four datasets 1nentioned in the preYious chapter are used ns 

input to the recognition systen1 described in section 3.1. In the experin1ents 

described below~ all four datasets haYe been used to train the recognition 

systen1. ·cpon con1pletion of training. dataset 1 ,,·as resubn1itted to the syste1n 

to generate the reference templates. As a result. 16 ten1plates were created for 

each of the 11 telephone digits. 

4.2.1 Experi1nent A 

In experin1ent A. ral\' speech data was subn1itted to the speech-recognition 

syste1n. The speech data for each word 1vas divided into seg1nents of equal time 

duration. Two paran1eters were studied; the effect of Yarying the segn1ent 

length~ and the effect of Yarying the network size. The results are su1nn1arized in 

Table 4.1. The overall recognition rate recorded with a 10 by 10 network is 
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Segment Ovcii·a:l 
Nctworl{ R .. "'~~·r,:-~ 

Length ccog ..... t ..... 
I Size . Rate I 

I 
I 

I 10 ms 10 X 10 15.86°/o 

16 ms 10 X 10 17.58°/o 

10 ms 15 X 15 20.50°/o 

16 ms 15 X 15 23.46°/o 
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below 20<Jr. An addition of 3 to -1 /( increase in the recognition rate \Yas 

recorded as the network size was increased to 15 by 15 (i.e .. an increase of 12.~/( 

of processing units). Figure -1.3 shoiYS the recognition rates recorded when 

networks of different sizes were used. It can be seen in this figure that the 

recognition rates haYe the tendency to increase in a faster than linear rate as the 

network size increase. An increase of 2 to 3 CJc in the recognition rate was also 

obserYed IYhen the segn1ent length was increased fron1 10nls ( 80 sarnples) to 

1Gn1s ( 128 sarnples ). Thus. ,·ery low recognition rates \Vere recorded when raw 

data were used as pattern vectors. 

1 ·)·)E· ·· tB -±. _...... xperrn1en 

In experirnent B. short-tinle power spectnun of the speech segn1ents was 

used as input pattern vectors to the speech-recognition systen1. The size of the 

neural networks used was 15 x 15. The outcorne of this experirnent is shown in 

Table -1.2. Several tests were perforn1ed with power spectnun for speech 

segn1ents of 16ms (128 san1ples). and 32n1s (256 san1ples) durations. Hcm·eyer. as 

obserTed, there was no significant increase in the oYerall recognition rate. 

4.2.3 Experin1ent C 

In experirnent C. the spectral po\:a:.'ers generated frorn segn1ents of 16rns 

duration were grouped into 16-cornponent pattern vectors. These input vectors 

were submitted to a network of 15 by 15 units. The purpose of the tests 
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Table 4.2: Overall n.ccoguition na.t.c Recorded u siug 15 l,y l;j lH.'i works aucl t.lle 
Pow<.·r Spcct.nun <ls Iupnt Patt.cru 

Segment 
Network Size Recognition 

Length R~tc 

16 ms 15 X 15 25.43% 

I 

32 ms 15 X 15 24.12% 
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perfonned here ,,·a~ to observe the effect of the learnino· rate. o.. on the 
a 

perfonnance of the network. Since the learning rate of the network was a 

stepwise decreasing function of tin1e (i.e .. o clecreHsf's bv a factor of k on everv 
~ ~ 

1nultiple of~ iterations). we \Yant to observe how the factor k can change the 

recognition rate. A greater value of h' indicates slo\ver decrease in the learning 

rate. T1vo tests were perforn1ed with k = 0.2 and with k = 0.7. The results are 

su1nn1arized in Tables 4.3 and 4.-±. Ho1·vever. as we can see fro1n the recognition 

rate. no significant change was observed in both the recognition rate of the 

individual words and in the overall recognition rate. 

4.2.4 Experi1nent D 

In experi1nent D. pat tern vectors as described in the previous section \\·ere 

used as input to the speech-recognition syste1n using 15 by 15 unit networks. 

The goal of this experin1ent was to study the effect of context on the recognition 

systen1. Here, t\YO separate tests were perfonned. 

1. The context infonnation in the context-dependent n1odel is n1ultiplied by a 

weight factor k before n1erging with the associated speech seg1nent. T1vo 

different values of k are used in here: k = 1.0. i.e .. the original context 

output from level one n1odules; and k = 0.7. Table 4.5 sho1vs the recognition 

rate obtained when a weight of 0. 7 \Yas applied to the context inforn1ation. 

'':--hen compared with Table 4.3 in which the weight used was 1.0. the overall 
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Table -1.3: R<><'<>,!!;uitiou TiatP Obtained Using Sc•gnH'uts of 1Gu1s Duration aud 
k == 0.2 Vsiug 10 by 15 Networks 

Word Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Total 

0 5 2 2 18.75o/o 

1 8 5 10 47.92°/o 

2 4 2 
1 

14.58°/o 

3 2 1 5 16.67°/o 

4 6 4 6 33.33°/o 

5 7 
5 

5 35.42°/o 

6 1 1 8 7 54.17°/o 

7 0 7 3 20.83°/o 

8 3 6 8 35.42°/o 

9 8 4 6 37.50°/o 

(J1 4 3 1 16.67°/o 

32.96°/o 31.82°/o 30.68°/o 31.82°/o 
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TablP 4.4: Reco~ni tion Rate Oht ained r sing Segnwut:-; of 1 Grus Duration and 
h' = 0.7 Using 15 by 15 Nc:tworks 

Word Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Total 

0 5 2 3 18.75°/o 

1 9 5 10 50°/o 

2 4 3 1 16.67o/o 

3 1 2 5 16.67°/o 

4 7 5 6 37.5°/o 

5 7 5 5 35.42o/o 

6 1 1 8 7 54.17°/o 

7 1 7 3 22.92°/o 

8 2 6 8 33.33°/o 

9 8 4 6 37.5°/o 

0-i 4 3 1 16.67°/o 

33.52o/o 28.41°/o 30.68°/o 30.87°/o 
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Table 4.5: Tiecogni t.iun TI.a.t.e Obt.aiucd Fn:nu t.hc Cout.(·xt. Dq)('ud('ut. I\Iodd ( \:Vit.h 
t.hc Cont.cxt. ivlult.ipli<'d by a. Fact.ur of 0.7; lGu1::-; Duration: ~md lD l1y 10 ucl.works) 

I 

Word Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Total 
' 

0 6 5 4 31.25°/o I 
' 
! 

1 4 4 4 ~~ 
2 2 3 2 14.58°/o 

3 3 4 4 20.83°/o 

4 12 12 9 68.75°/o 

5 6 4 8 37.5°/o 

6 3 2 5 20.83°/u 

2 20.83°/o 
I 

7 3 2 I 
! 

' 

8 7 7 6 41.66°/o I 
9 2 3 2 14.38°/o 

a; 6 5 4 31.25°/o I 
I 
! 

31.25°/o 
i 

35.8°/o 29.85°/o 28.41°/o I 
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recognition rate states about the sa1ne. A sin1ilar result ,,·as obtained "·hen 

segn1ents of 32lns duration were used. This is shown in Tables 4.6 and 4.1. 

") The recognition results fron1 the context-dependent n1oclel \Yere co1npared 

with results obtained with a single Eohonen"s network. Table 4.8 showed 

the results obtained by using a single network in the recognition systen1. 

The recognition rate here was significantly higher than the results obtained 

with the context n1odel ran using the san1e paran1eters 4.6. Thus. the 

context inforn1ation obtained by the level one network n1oclules did not 

contribute to the classification of the speech segn1ents. and n1ay. in fact. 

lead to the n1isclassification by the level two network n1oclule. 
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Table 4.G: TI.ec-ognitiou TI.ate Obt.ai11ed Fron1 tl1c Cont.ext Depcw.k11t l\Iudd (\Vit.l1 
the Cont.cxt. l\Iultipliecl lJy a Fact.or of 1.0; 32u1s Duration; ~nHl 10 1 ,~· 15 ud.works) 

Word Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Total 

0 9 7 8 70.83°/u 

1 4 5 5 29.17°/u 

2 7 8 5 41.67°/o 

3 4 5 2 22.92°/o 

4 2 1 1 1 0.42°/o 

5 8 3 12 47.92°/o 

6 6 2 2 20.83°/u I 

7 2 4 2 16.67°/u 

8 1 0 0 2.08°/u 

9 6 3 1 20.83°/o 

0-1 2 0 0 4.17°/o 

28.98% 21.59% 21.02% 23.86% 
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Ta.ble L1.7: TI.c·coguil.iou Hat.e 01Jt.aiw·d F1\nn tIll' Coul".<'xt. Dqwud1·ul. ~ludd (\Yit.l1 
t.b.e Coutcxt 1\Iult.iplicd by a Fact. or of 0. I; 32uls Duratiou: a11d 1;J 1 ,~· }.j net works) 

Word Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Totnl 

0 7 4 8 39.58°/o 

1 9 5 1 1 52.08°/o 

2 5 3 3 22.92°/o 

3 4 1 1 12.5o/o 
I 

4 3 2 1 12.5°/o 

5 6 4 4 29.16°/o 

6 9 5 6 41.67°/o 

7 0 4 2 12.5°/o 

8 3 3 5 22.92°/o 

9 6 3 3 25°/o 

0-1 3 3 1 14.58°/o 

31.25°/o 23.86°/o 25.57°/o 26.89°/o 
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Table 4.8: R.ccognition Ha.t.e Obt.aiucd by U::;ing a SiHg;lc Nct.work for t'lH.' Speech 
Reroguit.ion Sy::;t.('lll u~iug a lS b,t 10 uet.work; aud 3:2In::; Dura.t.iuu 

Word Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Tot~ I 

0 6 1 2 18.15°/o 

1 6 8 5 -:>g sooi< \,) . u 0 

2 5 3 3 22.82°/o 

3 3 3 5 22.92°/o I 
l 

4 5 4 2 22.G2°/o 

5 7 7 1 1 
i 

52.0Gc/o I 
6 9 6 6 4, 7'" 01< \,). ~ u 

7 5 6 9 41.67</o 

8 3 6 6 ") 1 ,.,5°1< \,) • .::... 0 

9 9 7 6 45.03°/u 

i 
CH 9 7 6 4s.s3~·~ 1 

• 

36.93°/o 32.31°/o 31.25°/o 33.52°/o 



CHAPTER V 

COXCLl-SIOX 

The first two chapters haYe pro\·ided the general background knowledge in 

speech recognition and in artificial neural networks. Then a context dependent 

speech-recognition systen1 based on Kohonen·s Topology PreserYing ~Iap \Yas 

introduced. After that. the results fro1n the sin1ulation of the speech-recognition 

systen1 were reported. This chapter eYaluates and interprets the results reported. 

and based on these results future research recon1n1endations are 1nade. 

5.1 EYaluation and Identification of Problen1s 

The 1nain goal of this research \Yas to investigate if artificial neural networks 

can be used to capture context inforn1ation fron1 speech utterances and classify 

these speech utterances with the aid of the context infonnation. In particular, 

Kohonen~s Topology PreserYing !\1ap has been chosen as the neural network 

1nodel to be used in the speech-recognition syste1n. The InotiYation behind this 

\\·as based on the inYestigation by Kohonen [I] \\·hich indicated the network ·s 

ability to capture the characteristics of different classes of patterns and then 

map them into a two-dimensional network. Another reason for choosing this 

n1odel was the recent success in applying this model in the neuro-phonetic 
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typewriter[ G) \vhich also indicated the potential for using the 1nodel in speech 

recognition syste1ns. Furthennore. efforts haYe been n1ade to i1nplen1ent the 

l\:ohonen's nebn>rk using VLSI technology [26]. Thus. speech-recognition 

systen1s using this neural network 1nodel can be in1plen1ented in real tin1e. 

However. as the results reported in chapter four haYe indicated~ poor 

recognition rates haYe been obtained ,,·hen the net\vork was being used to 

recognize isolated words. Based on the experin1ents that we ha,·e done and the 

results. we obserYed that this 1nodel cannot be directly applied in speech 

recognition. The success of the neuro-phonetic type\vriter n1ay. in fact. largely 

be due to the large an1ount of postprocessing being clone after the preli1ninary 

classification fron1 the phonetic n1ap. These postprocessings included 

re-seg1nentation and classification of classified speech seg1nents. additional 

processing to detect plosi,·es. and the use of gran1n1atical transition rules to 

correct errors due to coarticulation[6]. 

10 

Based on the poor recognition perfonnance of the context-dependent n1odeL 

we can1e to the following conclusions: 

1. The significantly lov; recognition rate when rmY data are being used n1ay be 

due to the high dimensionality of the input "~;ectors. This is possible since 

the recognition rate increased as the nehvork size increased. HoweYer~ 

further increase in the net-work size would beco1ne prohibiti,·ely expensiYe 

both in tern1s of con1putation tin1e and 1nemory require1nents. 
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2. Fro1n the results of experin1ent D. where the best recognition rate (around 

30c;( to 357<) had been obserYed when a single network \Yas used in the 

speech-recognition systen1. Y\'e belieYe that the network can not be directly 

applied to recognize speech. Although the network 1nay haYe actually 

captured the statistical characteristic of speech segn1ents. the low 

recognition rate indicated the network was not able to recognize the Yariant 

nature of the speech signal. \Yith the help of careful seg1nentation and 

preprocessings. better perfonnance n1ay be obtained. 

3. The failure of the use of context to in1pro,·e the recognition rate 1nay 1nainly 

be due to the lin1ited capability of the single netvi'ork. Because of the nature 

of Kohonen·s n1odeL the only \Yay to train this context-dependent 1nodel is 

to train each l{ohonen unit individually. starting fron1 the units on leYel 

one. Thus. the training of the level two unit depends on the reliability of 

the context infon11ation fro1n level one. However. since the probability of 

obtaining incorrect context infonnation for each le,·el one unit is about 2/3. 

the probability to incorrectly classify a speech seg1nent increases 

significantly. 

5. ') Recon1n1endations for Future \York 

Although the results from this research were not illu1ninative. further 

research using artificial neural networks to capture context inforn1ation and then 
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apply them in the recognition of speech units is still encouraged. This is because 

context has played such an significant role in hu1nan perception. The 1najor 

problem in the current system is due to the li1nitation of the neural network 

chosen. Thus, one reco1nmendation is to evaluate the possibility of using another 

neural network model (e.g., back-propagation 1nodel). Another possible 

interesting research approach is to study to what extent does context help in 

speech recognition by using neural network n1odels. In other words, to obtain 

more context inforn1ation by capturing context from beyond the in1n1ediate 

neighboring seg1nents. 
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APPE:\"DIX A 

PREPROC.C- PO\YER SPECTRl-~I 

GE:\"ERATIO~ 

1*===========================================================*1 

I* Program: PREPROC.C *I 

I* Description: This program generate the short time power *I 

I* spectrum for speech files. Speech data are *I 

I* divided into equal length segments, Hanning *I 

I* windowed, and then passed into the FFT *I 

I* routine. The spectral coefficients are then *I 

I* grouped into 16 channels. *I 

1*===========================================================*1 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#define NCHANNEL 16 

int wlen, I* current window length *I 
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I { 

wm; I* wlen = 2**wm *I 

char tflist[200] [80]; I* list of files to convert *I 

f*----------------------------------------------------*1 

I* Function to compute the forward or the lnverse *I 

I* fft. X andY are arrays containing the real *I 

I* and imaginary part of sample points, respectively.*/ 

I* N is the number of samples and N=2**M. Forward *I 

I* fft will be computed if ind=1 and the inverse fft *I 

I* will be computed if ind=2 

f*----------------------------------------------------*1 

void fft(x, y, n, m, ind) 

double x[], y[]; 

int n, m, ind; 

{ 

2 3 t1 t2, t3, t4, PI·, double u1, u , u , arg, c, s, , 

int nc, 1, le, le1, j, ip, nv2, nm1, k, l; 

PI = 3.1415926335897932; 

nc = n/2; 



for (1=0; l<m; 1++) { 

le = (int) pow( 2.0, (double) (m-1) ); 

le1 = le I 2; 

u1 = 1. 0; 

u2 = 0.0; 

arg = PI I le1; 

c = cos(arg); 

if (ind==1) 

s = (-1.0)*sin(arg); 

else 

s = sin(arg); 

for (j=O; j<le1; j++) { 

for (i=j; i<n; i+=le) { 

lp = l + le1; 

t1 = X [i] + x[ip]; 

t2 = y [i] + y[ip]; 

t3 = X [i] - X [ip] ; 

t4 = y [i] - y[ip]; 

X [ip] = t3*u1 - t4*u2; 

y [ip] = t4*u1 + t3*u2; 

X [i] = t 1; 
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y [i] = t2· 
' 

} 

u3 = u1*c u2*s; 

u2 = u2*c + u1*s; 

u1 = u3· 
' 

} 

} 

nv2 = n I 2· 
' 

nm1 = n-1· 
' 

j=1; 

for (i=1; i<=nm1; i++) { 

if (i<j) { 

t1 = X [j -1] ; 

t2 = y [j -1] ; 

x[j-1] = x[i-1]; 

y [j -1] = y[i-1]; 

x[i-1] = t1; 

y[i-1] = t2; 

} 

k = nv2; 

while (k<j) { 



so 

J = j-k; 

k = kl2; 

} 

J = j+k; 

} 

} 

1*----------------------------------------*1 

I* function to generate the Hanning *I 

I* window *I 

1*----------------------------------------*1 

void create_window(w, n) 

double w[]; 

int n; 

{ 

double fac, PI; 

int l. 
' 

PI = 3.1415926335897932; 



} 

I* compute the constant factor 2*PIIN *I 

fac = (2.0*PI)I(n*1.0); 

I* generate the Hanning Window *I 

for (i=O; i<n; i++) 

w[i] = 0.5- 0.5*cos( (double) i*fac ); 

ma1n () 

{ 

double x[512], y[512], 

w[512], I* coefficients for the Hanning *I 

I* window *I 

lmag[512], I* log magnitude of the power *I 

I* coefficients *I 

mag, I* magnitude of the power *I 

I* coefficients *I 

sum; 

int 1, J, k, I* loop counters *I 

nfiles, I* number of files to convert *I 

endword, 

Sl 



cwid, I* bandwidth for each channel *I 

amp; I* amplitude *I 

char lst[80], outfile[80]; 

FILE *fp *out· ' ' 

I* get information for the transformations *I 

printf(" Enter list file name: "); scanf("%s" ,1st); 

printf(" Enter window length: "); scanf("%d",&wlen); 

printf("Enter M (window length= 2**M): "); scanf("%d",&wm); 

I* get the list of files to transform *I 

if ( (fp=fopen(lst,"r"))==NULL ) { 

printf ("+++++cannot open file %s\n", lst); 

exit(O); 

} 

for (nfiles=O; (nfiles<200) && (fscanf(fp, "%s\n", 

tflist[nfiles]) !=EOF); nfiles++) 

fclose(fp); 

I* create the window function points *I 



create_window(w, wlen); 

I* transform files one by one *I 

for (i=O; i<nfiles; i++) { 

I* open input file *I 

printf("openning file %s .......... \n", tflist[i]); 

if ((fp=fopen(tflist[i] ,"r")) == NULL) { 

printf("Fail to open file %s for transform\n", tflist[i]); 

exit(O); 

} 

I* openoutput file *I 

for (j=O;tflist[i] [j] !='] ';j++) 

j++; 

for (k=O; (outfile[k]=tflist[i] [k+j])!=' .'; k++) 

endword =0; 

outfile[k+1] = 'f'; 

outfile[k+2] = 'f'; 

outfile[k+3] = 't'; 
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outfile[k+4] = '\0'; 

printf("openning file %s for output .......... \n",outfile); 

if ((out=fopen(outfile, "w"))==NULL) { 

printf (''Error openning output file %s\n", outfile); 

exit(O); 

} 

I* transform each word *I 

while (!endword) { 

for (k=O; (k<wlen) && (fscanf(fp,"%d",&amp)!=EOF); k++) { 

x[k] = (double) amp * w[k]; I* multiply the window by its 

weights *I 

y[k] = 0.0; 

} 

if (k<wlen) { 

X [k] = 0. 0; 

y [k] = 0. 0; 

endword=1; 

} 
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I* generate the spectral powers *I 

fft(x,y,wlen,wm,1); 

I* compute the log magnitudes of the power spectrum *I 

for (k=O; k<wlen; k++) { 

mag = x[k]*x[k] + y[k]*y[k]; 

if (mag==O.O) mag= pow(i.0,(-20.0)); 

lmag[k] = log10(mag); 

} 

I* group the power spectrum into 16 channels *I 

cwid = wlen I NCHANNEL; 

for (j=O; j<NCHANNEL; j++) { 

sum =0.0; 

for (k=O; k<cwid; k++) 

} 

sum+= lmag[j*cwid+k]; 

fprintf(out,"%lf\n",suml(cwid*1.0)); 

} I* end word *I 

fclose(out); 
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} I* end file list *I 

} 



APPE~DIX B 

I\:TRAI:\"l.C - TRAL\T~\G OF LEYEL OXE 

~ET\YORKS 

1*======================================================*1 

I* Program: KTRAIN1.C *I 

I* Description: This program trains the first level *I 

I* of Kohonen's network. Training is done *I 

I* incrementally. Network Parameters and weights *I 

I* are saved after each training session. *I 

1*------------------------------------------------------*l ------------------------------------------------------

I* COMMENTS *I 

1*------------------------*1 ------------------------

I* - Read from file list *I 

I* - Segment Length 16 *I 

I* samples or 12.8ms *I 

I* - network size 15x15 *I 

1*------------------------*1 ------------------------

I - -------------------------*1 *------------------------------------ -

8T 



I* COMMENT: This program takes the LOG FFT output of the speech *I 

I* data which had been grouped into 16 channels. Each *I 

I* of those vector is normalized into unit length. *I 

1*---------------------------------------------------------------*l 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

I* define parameters of network *I 

#define MAX_i 

#define MAX · -J 

#define SIDE 

225 

16 I* 16 channels of fft *I 

15 

I* define macros *I 

#define MAX(A,B) ((A) > (B) 7 (A) (B)) 

#define MIN(A,B) ((A) < (B) 7 (A) (B)) 

I* number of input files *I 

#define FILE_LIMIT 9 

char flist[1000] [80]; 

int nfiles=O; 



I* define training parameters for the network *I 

int T1, I* step for updating the learning rate *I 

WO; I* initial neighborhood radius *I 

double AO; I* initial learning rate *I 

1*------------------------------------------------------*l 

I* Function net_init() *I 

*wt[]- weight vectors for the network; *I 

lmax - number of nodes ln the network; 

Jmax - length of the weight vectors; 

I* Returns None *I 

I* Description : *I 

I* This function initialize the weight vectors in a *I 

I* Kohonen network to small values between 0.4 and 0.6 *I 

l*------------------------------------------------------*1 

net_init (wt,imax,jmax) 

double wt[]; I* the weight vectors of the network *I 

int lmax, jmax; I* size of the network and the weight 

vectors *I 

{ 

double sum; 
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int ~, J, first; 

int d· 
' 

FILE *weights, *config, *fn; 

nfiles = O· 
' 

if ( (fn=fopen("trnset.lst", "r")) ==NULL) { 

printf("+++++ Error openning the training file list\n"); 

exit(O); 

} 

while ( fscanf(fn,"%s\n",flist[nfiles])!=EOF) 

nfiles++; 

printf("Do you want to create weights.dat? [0 or 1] "); 

scanf("%d",&first); 

if (!first) { I* pick up the weight vectors from prev~ous 

training *I 

if ( (config=fopen("netparm.dat","r"))==NULL) { 

printf("+++++ Error openning netparm.dat for reading\n"); 

exit (0); 

} 



fscanf (config, "%lf\n", &AO); 

fscanf(config, "%d\n", &WO); 

fscanf(config, "%d\n", &T1); 

fclose(config); 

if ( (weights=fopen("weights.dat","r"))==NULL) { 

printf("+++ Error in loading weights.dat\n"); 

exit(O); 

} 

for (i=O; i<imax; i++) 

for ( j = 0 ; j < j max ; j + +) 

fscanf(weights,"%lf",&wt[i*jmax+j]); 

fclose(weights); 

} 

else { I* initial all weight vectors to small values *I 

printf("Enter initial learning rate: 

scanf("%lf",&AO); 

") ; 
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printf("Enter initial neighborhood radius: "); scanf("%d",&WO); 

printf("Enter initial step size: "); scanf("%d",&T1); 

d=imax*jmax; 

for (i=O; i<d; i++) 



wt[i] = 0.4 + 0.2*( rand()lpow(2.0,31.0) ); 

I* normalize the weights in each node *I 

for (i=O; i<imax; i++) { I* compute sum of square *I 

sum=O.O; 

for (j=O; j<jmax; j++) 

sum= sum+ wt[i*jmax+j]*wt[i*jmax+j]; 

sum= sqrt(sum); I* find square root of the sum *I 

for (j=O; j<jmax; j++) 

wt[i*jmax+j] = wt[i*jrnax+j] I sum; 

I* divide weights by its magnitude *I 

} 

} 

} 

l*--------------------------------------------------------*1 

Function: getv() 

Args: x - input vector; 

N - dimension of the input vector. 

Returns: none. 

Descriptions: 

I* This function read in an input pattern from an *I 

input file. Input file lS ln ASCII form. 
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1*--------------------------------------------------------*l 

static int new_file=l; I* switch to open a new file *I 

static int filenum=O; I* counter for files *I 

static FILE 

getv(x,N) 

double x []; 

int N· 
' 

{ 

double d· 
' 

int l' 
' 

char in_name[80]; 

if (new_file) { 

if (filenum>=nfiles) return (0); I* return EDD signal 

I* when last file *I 

I* reached. *I 

printf("openning file : %s ......... \n",flist[filenum]); 

if ( (in=fopen(flist[filenum] ,"r")) == NULL) { I* open next 

file *I 



printf("++++ Error openning '/.s as input\n", flist[filenurn]); 

exit(O); 

} 

ne~_file = 0; I* turn off ne~ file s~itch *I 

filenurn++; I* increment file counter *I 

} 

I* read ln the next input vector *I 

i=O; 

~hile ( (i<N) && (fscanf(in,"'/.lf",&x[i])!=EOF) ) { 

i++; 

} 

if (i<N) { I* end of current file reached *I 

ne~_file=l; I* turn on ne~_file s~itch *I 

fclose(in); I* close previous file *I 

for (; i<N; i++) 

x[i] = 0.0; 

} 

I* normalize the vector into unit length *I 

d = 0.0; 

for (i=O; i<N; i++) 

9-! 



} 

d = d + x[i]*x[i]; 

if (d!=O.O) { 

d = sqrt(d); 

for (i=O; i<N; i++) 

x[i] = x[i] I d; 

} 

return(l); 
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1*--------------------------------------------------------------*l 

I* Function train () *I 

I* Args fn[] - name of the training dataset; *I 

I* *wt[]- the weight vectors of the network *I 

I* to be trained; *I 

I* iMAX - number of nodes in the network; *I 

I* side - iMAX = side*side; *I 

I* jMAX - length of the weight vectors; *I 

I* Returns The weight vectors of the network after they *I 

I* are trained. *I 

I* Description : *I 

I* This function will train a Kohonen network uslng the *I 



I* specified dataset and return the trained weight vectors *I 

I* to the calling program. The algorithm being used for *I 

I* training is described in the paper "An Introduction to *I 

I* Neural Computing" written by Lippman. *I 

1*--------------------------------------------------------------*l 

train (fn, wt, iMAX, side, jMAX) 

char fn[]; 

double wt[]; 

int iMAX, side, jMAX; 

{ 

double A, A1, I* initial and current learning rates *I 

min_dist, I* minimum distant recorded *I 

xv[MAX_j], I* input training vector(max length 20) *I 

delta,dist; I* used in computing the minimum distant *I 

int min_node, I* node number recorded for min_dist node *I 

w, I* current neighborhood radius *I 

i,j ,h,v, I* loop counters *I 

x,y; I* 2-d location of min_node *I 

int T2,t,Tk; 1*- timing counter -*1 

int endfile; I* end of file indicator *I 

FILE *config; 
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endfile=O; 

I* initialize weightvectors *I 

net_init(&wt[O],iMAX,jMAX); 

I* initialize the network parameters *I 

A=AO; I* set initial learning rate *I 

A1=A· 
' 

Tk=O· 
' 

printf(" initial alpha= %lf\n", AO); 

printf(" initial stepsize = %d\n",T1); 

printf("initial window size = %d\n",WO); 

while ((A>O.O) && (!endfile)) { 

for (t=O; t<=T1; t++,Tk++) { 

I* read in the next input vector *I 

if (!getv(&xv[O] ,MAX_j)) {endfile=1; break;} 

I* Locate the node having the minimun distance from *I 

I* the input vector *I 

min_dist = pow(10.0,20.0); I* set the m~n~mun distance to a 

big value *I 



min_node = 0; 

for (i=O; i<iMAX; i++) { 

dist = 0.0; 

I* compute the distant between node 1 and x *I 

for (j=O;j<jMAX;j++) { 

delta = xv[j] - wt[i*jMAX+j]; 

dist = dist + delta*delta; 

} 

I* record the m1n1mun node and m1n1mum distant *I 

if (dist<min_dist) { 

min dist = dist; m1n node = 1· 
' 

} 

} 

y = m1n node I side;/* find the y-coordinate of the m1n node 

x = m1n node % side; I* find the x-coordinate of the 

min_node *I 

w = (int) (W0*(1-t/(T1*1.0)) + 1); I* set neighborhood radius 

I* Update the parameters for the activity cluster *I 

A1 = A*(1-t/(T1*1.0)); I* set learning rate *I 



I* update the nodes within the activity cluster *I 

for (h=MAX(O,x-w); h<=MIN(side-1,x+w); h++) 

for (v=MAX(O,y-w); v<=MIN(side-1,y+w); v++) { 

i=side*v+h; 

for (j=O;j<jMAX;j++) 

wt[i*jMAX+j] += (xv[j]-wt[i*jMAX+j])*A1; 

I* normalize the weights *I 

delta=O; 

for (j=O; j<jMAX; j++) 

delta+= wt[i*jMAX+j]*wt[i*jMAX+j]; 

delta= sqrt(delta); 

for (j=O; j<jMAX; j++) 

wt[i*jMAX+j] = wt[i*jMAX+j]ldelta; 

} 

} 

I* update the training parameters *I 

A = 0.2*A; 

wo = 0; 

T1=5*T1; 
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} 

I* record the network parameters for next training session *I 

if ( (config=fopen("netparm.dat","w"))==NULL) { 

printf("+++++ Error failed to open netparms.dat for 

writing\n"); 

exit(O); 

} 

fprintf(config,"%lf\n",A); 

fprintf(config,"%d\n",WO); 

fprintf(config,"%d\n",T1); 

fclose(config); 

printf("\t========= No of iterations= %d =========\n",Tk); 

} I* end training *I 

main() 

{ 

double wt[MAX_i] [MAX_j]; 

int i,j,ff=12; 

FILE *out,*log; 
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srand(O); 

train(" ",wt,MAX_i,SIDE,MAX_j); 

I* open output file *I 

if ( (out=fopen("weights .dat", "w")) == NULL ) 

{ printf("++++ Unable to open [WEIGHTS.DAT] for output\n"); 

exit(O);} 

I* print out the weight vectors for each unit to a file *I 

for (i=O; i<MAX_i; i++) 

for (j=O; j<MAX_j; j++) 

fprintf (out, "%lf\n", wt [i] [j] ) ; 

I* print out the weight vectors by layer *I 

log=fopen("wt.log","w"); 

for (i=O; i<MAX_j; i++) { 

fprintf(log,"%c",ff); 

for (j=O; j<MAX_i; j++) { 

if ( (j%10)==0) fprintf(log,"\n"); 
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} 

fprintf (log, 11 [%10lf] 11
, wt [j] [i]); 

} 

printf(~~--------- NORMAL TERMINATION FOR TRAINING 

---------\nil); 

} 
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APPE:.\DIX C 

KTRAI:.\2.C - TRAI:.\['\G OF LEVEL T\YO 

:.\ET\YORK 

1*====================================================*1 

I* Program: KTRAIN2.C *I 

I* Description: This program trains the level two *I 

I* network incrementally. Network parameters *I 

I* are saved at the end of each training session. *I 

1*====================================================*1 

1*---------------------------------------------=*l ---------------------------------------------

I* 1 . amplitude normalized to unit length *I 

I* by segment. *I 

I* 2 . as summed NET1 and NET2 trained. *I 

I* 3. merge by location of position. *I 

1*==============================================*1 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 
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I* declarations for NET1 *I 

#define NET1_SIZE 225 

#define NET1_SIDE 15 

#define NET1_FRAME 16 

I* declarations for NET2 *I 

#define NET2_SIZE 225 

#define NET2_SIDE 15 

#define NET2_FRAME 16 

I* declarations for NET3 *I 

#define NET3_SIZE 225 

#define NET3_SIDE 15 

#define NET3_FRAME 20 

I* define macros *I 

#define MAX(A,B) ((A)>(B) 7 (A):(B)) 

#define MIN(A,B) ((A)<(B) 7 (A):(B)) 

I* define initial learning rate *I 
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#define ALPHA_INIT 0.9 

I* declare training file array *I 

char files[1000] [100]; 

int fcnt=O· 
' 

int segcnt=O; 

I* training parameters for net3 *I 

double alpha3; 

int R3, T3; 

1*--------------------------------------------------------------*l 

I* Function: getfiles *I 

I* Arguments: 1 . char files[][] *I 

I* Returns: 1 . file array *I 

I* 2. number of files if successful *I 

I* 0 otherwise *I 

I* Description: This function picks up all the training *I 

I* data file names from the file "flist.dat" and store *I 

I* these file names into the array files[][]. A ZERO *I 

I* will be returned if the data file is not found; *I 



lOG 

I* otherwise the number of files in the list is returned. *I 

f*--------------------------------------------------------------*1 

1*----------------------------------------*1 

I* function to get the training file list *I 

1*----------------------------------------*1 

getfiles(files) 

{ 

} 

char files[1000] [100]; 

FILE *list; 

if ( (list=fopen("trnset.lst","r"))==NULL) { 

printf("+++++ Error openning file: flist.dat\n"); 

return(O); 

} 

fcnt = 0; 

while ( fscanf(list, "%s\n", files[fcnt]) '= EOF) { 

fcnt++; 

} 

return (fcnt); 
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l*------------------------------------------------*1 

I* initialize the weight vectors for the networks *I 

----------------------------* 1*-------------------- I 

inc_init (wt1, wt2, wt3) 

double wt1[NET1_SIZE] [NET1_FRAME], 

wt2[NET2_SIZE] [NET2_FRAME], 

wt3[NET3_SIZE] [NET3_FRAME]; 

{ 

double sum; 

inti, j, first, d; 

FILE *weights, *config; 

I* ask if this lS the first weight.dat file *I 

printf("Do you want to create weights.dat? [0 or 1] ->"); 

scanf("%d",&first); 

if (!first) { 

I* load the weights for NET3 from data file *I 

if ( ( conf ig=f open ( "net3. par" , "r")) == NULL ) { 



printf("+++++ Error openning file net3.dat\n"); 

exit(O); 

} 

fscanf(config,"%lf\n%d\n%d\n",&alpha3, &R3, &T3); 

fclose(config); 

if ( (weights=fopen("net3.dat" ,"r")) ==NULL ) { 

printf("+++++ Error in loading NET3\n"); 

return(O); 

} 

for (i=O; i<NET3_SIZE; i++) 

for (j=O; j<NET3_FRAME; j++) 

f scanf (weights, "%lf", &wt3 [i] [j]) ; 

fclose(weights); 

} 

else { 

srand(); 

printf("Enter initial learning rate for net3: "); 

scanf ( "%lf", &alpha3); 

printf("Enter initial radius for net3: "); 

scanf("%d",&R3); 

printf("Enter initial step s1ze for net3: "); 
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scanf ("%d'' ,&T3); 

I* initialize NET3 random value around 0.5 *I 

I* and normalize to unit length *I 

for (i=O; i<NET3_SIZE; i++) { 

sum = 0.0; 

for (j=O; j<NET3_FRAME; j++) { 

wt3[i] [j] = 0.4 + 0.2*(rand()lpow(2.0,31.0)); 

sum += wt3[i] [j]*wt3[i] [j]; 

} 

sum= sqrt(sum); 

for (j=O; j<NET3_FRAME; j++) 

wt3[i] [j] = wt3[i] [j] I sum; 

} 

} 

I* load the weights for NET1 and NET2 from data file *I 

if ( (weights=fopen("weights.dat","r")) ==NULL) { 

printf("+++++ Error in loading NET1\n"); 

return(O); 

} 
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} 

for (i=O; i<NET1_SIZE; i++) 

for (j=O; j<NET1_FRAME; j++) { 

fscanf(weights, "%lf", &wt1[i][j]); 

wt2 [i] [j] = wt1 [i] [j]; 

} 

fclose(weights); 

return(1); 

I* function to compute the output from level 1 nets *I 

recog (wt, xv, Slze, frame) 

double *wt, *xv; 

int slze, frame; 

{ 

int l, J , 

min_node; 

double min_dist, dist, 

delta; 

min_dist = pow(10.0,20.0); mln_node = (-1); 
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for (i=O; i<size; i++) { 

dist=O.O; 

for (j=O; j<frame; j++) { 

delta= xv[j] - wt[i*frame+j]; 

dist += delta*delta· 
' 

} 

if (dist < min_dist) { 

min_dist = dist; 

min_node = l; 

} 

} 

return (min_node); 

} 

I* function to get next segment and shift previous segment *I 

getvm(x1,x2,x3,N) 

double x1[] ,x2[] ,x3[]; 

int N· 
' 

{ 

static int NEWFILE=1, cnt=O; 

static FILE *SPE; 
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int i, amp; 

double max_amp, m1n_amp, range, sum; 

I* open the next file on the training file list if necessary *I 

if (NEWFILE) { 

I* return if end of training file list reached *I 

if (cnt>=fcnt) return (0); 

I* otherwise openning the next training file on the file list 

printf("2nd layer- openn1ng file: %s ....... \n", files[cnt]); 

if ( (SPE=fopen(files[cnt] ,"r"))==NULL ) { 

printf("+++++ Error openning file: %s \n", files[cnt]); 

exit(O); 

} 

NEW FILE = O· 
' 

segcnt=O; 

cnt++; 

I* get first frame for a new word *I 

i=O; 

while ( (i<N) && (fscanf(SPE,"%lf", &x1[i])!=EDF) ) { 
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i++; 

} 

I* pad x[] with zeros if necessary *I 

if (i<N) { 

printf("Unreasonalby short data file, program stopped\n"); 

exit (0); 

} 

I* get second frame for a new word *I 

i=O· 
' 

while ( (i<N) && (fscanf(SPE,"%lf", &x2[i])!=EOF) ) { 

i++· 
' 

} 

if (i<N) { 

printf("Unreasonalby short data file, program stopped\n"); 

exit (0); 

} 

} 

else { 

I* shift the second and third frames *I 
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segcnt++; 

for (i=O; i<N; i++) { 

xl [i] =x2 [i] ; 

x2 [i] =x3 [i] ; 

} 

} 

I* read ln the next frame *I 

i=O· 
' 

while ( (i<N) && (fscanf(SPE,"%lf", &x3[i])!=EOF) ) { 

i++· 
' 

} 

I* pad x[] with zeros if necessary *I 

if (i<N) { 

NEWFILE = 1; 

fclose(SPE); 

for (; i<N; i++) 

x3[i] = 0.0; 

} 

return(l); 

} 



I* train NET3 *I 

train3 (wt1,wt2,wt3) 

{ 

double *wt1, *wt2, *wt3; 

double mu, 

min_dist, 

xvL[NET1_FRAME], 

xvM[NET1_FRAME] ,xv[NET3_FRAME], 

xvN[NET2_FRAME] ,xvR[NET2_FRAME], 

delta, 

sum, 

cwt, 

dist; 

int min_node, 

r, 

l., J, h, v, 

X' y' 

T2, t, Tk, 

endfile, 

save1, save2, 
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Lc, Rc; 

FILE *out; 

endfile = 0; 

mu = alpha3; 

printf("enter the weight for the context: "); scanf("%lf", &cwt); 

while ( (alpha3>0.0) && (!endfile) ) { 

for (t=O; t<=T3; t++) { 

if (!getvm(xvL,xvM,xvR,NET1_FRAME)) { 

endfile=1; 

break; 

} 

I* and normalize xvL to unit length *I 

sum = 0.0; 

for (i=O; i<NET1_FRAME; i++) { 

sum += xvL[i]*xvL[i]; 

} 

sum= sqrt(sum); 

for (i=O; i<NET1_FRAME; i++) 



xvL[i] = xvL[i] I sum; 

I* normalize xvR *I 

sum = 0.0; 

for (i=O; i<NET2_FRAME; i++) { 

sum += xvR[i]*xvR[i]; 

} 

sum= sqrt(sum); 

for (i=O; i<NET2_FRAME; i++) 

xvN[i] = xvR[i] I sum; 

I* get output from left and right context *I 

if (segcnt<3) 

Lc = recog (wt1,xvL, NET1_SIZE, NET1_FRAME); 

else 

Lc = save1; 

Rc = recog (wt2,xvN, NET2_SIZE, NET2_FRAME); 

save1 = save2; save2 = Rc; 

I* merge the left and right context to the current input 

frame *I 

xv[O] = (Lc I NET1_SIDE) * cwt; 

xv[1] = (Lc % NET1_SIDE) * cwt; 

sum = xv[O]*xv[O] + xv[1]*xv[1]; 
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xv[NET3_FRAME-2] = Rc / NET2_SIDE * cwt; 

xv[NET3_FRAME-1] = Rc % NET2_SIDE * cwt; 

sum += xv[NET3_FRAME-2]*xv[NET3_FRAME-2] + 

xv[NET3_FRAME-1]*xv[NET3_FRAME-1]; 

I* then normalize to unit length *I 

for (i=O; i<NET1_FRAME; i++) { 

sum+= xvM[i]*xvM[i]; 

} 

sum= sqrt(sum); 

for (i=O; i<2; i++) 

xv[i] = xv[i] I sum; 

for (; i<NET1_FRAME; i++) 

xv[i] = xvM[i] /sum; 

for (; i<NET3_FRAME; i++) 

xv[i] = xv[i] /sum; 

I* train the network to recognlze the current frame *I 

min dist = pow(10.0, 20.0); 

min_node = 0; 

for (i=O; i<NET3_SIZE; i++) { 

dist = 0.0; 

for (j=O; j<NET3_FRAME; j++) { 
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delta= xv[j]-wt3[i*NET3_FRAME+j]; 

dist += delta*delta; 

} 

if (dist<rnin_dist) { 

} 

rnin_dist = dist; 

rnin_node = ~; 

} 

y = rnin_node I NET3_SIDE; 

x = rnin_node % NET3_SIDE; 

r = (int) (R3*(1-t/(T3*1.0))+1); 

rnu = alpha3*(1-t/(T3*1.0)); 

for (h=MAX(O,x-r); h<=MIN(NET3_SIDE-1,x+r); h++) 

for (v=MAX(O,y-r); v<=MIN(NET3_SIDE-1,y+r); v++) { 

~ = NET3_SIDE*v+h; 

delta = 0.0; 

for (j=O; j<NET3_FRAME; j++) { 

wt3[i*NET3_FRAME+j] += (xv[j]-wt3[i*NET3_FRAME+j])*rnu; 

delta+= wt3[i*NET3_FRAME+j]*wt3[i*NET3_FRAME+j]; 

} 

I* normalize the new weights *I 
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delta = sqrt(delta); 

for (j=O; j<NET3_FRAME; j++) 

wt3[i*NET3_FRAME+j] = wt3[i*NET3_FRAME+j] I delta; 

} 

} 

alpha3 = 0.4*alpha3; 

R3=0· , 

T3=5*T3· , 

} 

if ( ( out=fopen ( "net3. par", "w")) == NULL ) { 

printf("+++++ Error openning file net3.par as output\n••); 

exit(O); 

} 

fprintf(out,"%lf\n%d\n%d\n",alpha3, R3, T3); 

fclose(out); 

} 

maln () 

{ 

double wtl[NETl_SIZE] [NETl_FRAME], 

wt2[NET2_SIZE] [NET2_FRAME], 



wt3[NET3_SIZE] [NET3_FRAME]; 

FILE *log, *out; 

int i, j, ff=12; 

I* initailize networks *I 

inc_init ( wtl, wt2, wt3 ); 

I* get the input files *I 

fcnt=getfiles (files); 

I* Train NET3 *I 

train3 (wtl, wt2, wt3); 

I* Print the weights into data files and stdout *I 

I* open output file *I 

if ( (out=fopen("net3.dat", "w")) == NULL ) 

{ printf("++++ Unable to open [NET3.DAT] for output\n"); 

exit(O);} 

I* print out the weight vectors for each unit to a file *I 

for (i=O; i<NET3_SIZE; i++) 
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for (j=O; j<NET3_FRAME; j++) 

fprintf(out,"%lf\n",wt3[i] [j]); 

I* print out the weight vectors by layer *I 

log=fopen("net3.log", 11 W11
); 

for (i=O; i<NET3_FRAME; i++) { 

fprintf(log, 11 %c 11 ,ff); 

for (j=O; j<NET3_SIZE; j++) { 

if ( (j%NET3_SIDE)==O) fprintf(log, 11 \n 11
); 

fprintf(log, 11 [%10lf] 11 ,wt3[j] [i]); 

} 

} 

fclose (out); fclose(log); 

printf("\t NORMAL TERMINATION --------\nil)· -------- ' ----------------

} 



APPE:\"DIX D 

RECOG.C- TE:\IPLATE GE:\"ERATIO:\" A:\"D 

TE?\IPLATE :\IATCHI:\"G 

1*===================================================*1 

I* Program: RECOG.C *I 

I* Description: This program generates the requ1re *I 

I* templates for each word from $SET1$ of TIMIT *I 

I* database, and classify the requested dataset *I 

I* using template matching *I 

1*===================================================*1 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#include "fft.c" 

#define NCHANNEL 16 

int wlen, I* current window length *I 

wm; I* wlen = 2**wm *I 
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char tflist[200] [80]; I* list of files to convert *I 

void create_window(w, n) 

double w[]; 

int n· 
' 

{ 

double fac, PI; 

int l' 
' 

PI = 3.1415926335897932; 

I* compute the constant factor 2*PI/N *I 

fac = (2.0*PI)/(n*1.0); 

I* generate the Hanning Window *I 

for (i=O; i<n; i++) 

w[i] = 0.5- 0.5*cos( (double) i*fac ); 

} 

I* test for fft routine ln C *I 

main () 



{ 

double x[512], y[512], 

w[512], 

lmag[512], 

sum, 

mag; 

int 1, J, k, I* loop counters *I 

nfiles, I* number of files to convert *I 

endword, 

cwid, I* bandwidth for each channel *I 

amp; I* amplitude *I 

char lst[80], outfile[80]; 

FILE *fp, *out; 

printf(" 

printf(" 

Enter list file name: "); scanf ("%s", 1st); 

Enter window length: "); scanf("%d",&wlen); 

printf("Enter M (window length= 2**M): "); scanf("%d",&wm); 

I* get the list of files to transform *I 

if ( (fp=fopen(lst,"r"))==NULL ) { 

printf ("+++++cannot open file %s\n", lst); 
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exit(O); 

} 

for (nfiles=O; (nfiles<200) && (fscanf(fp, "%s\n", 

tflist[nfiles]) !=EDF); nfiles++) 

fclose(fp); 

I* create the window function points *I 

create_window(w, wlen); 

I* transform files one by one *I 

for (i=O; i<nfiles; i++) { 

I* open input file *I 

printf("openning file %s .......... \n", tflist[i]); 

if ((fp=fopen(tflist[i] ,"r")) == NULL) { 

printf("Fail to open file %s for transform\n", tflist[i]); 

exit(O); 

} 

I* openoutput file *I 

for (j=O;tflist[i] [j] !='] ';j++) 
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j++; 

for (k=O; (outfile[k]=tflist[i] [k+j])!=' .'; k++) 

endword =0· 
' 

outfile[k+1] = 'f' . 
' 

outfile[k+2] = 'f' . 
' 

outfile[k+3] = 't' . 
' 

outfile[k+4] = '\0'; 

printf C''openning file %s for output .......... \n",outfile); 

if ((out=fopen(outfile, "w"))==NULL) { 

printf("Error openning output file %s\n", outfile); 

exit(O); 

} 

while (!endword) { 

for (k=O; (k<wlen) && (fscanf(fp,"%d",&amp)!=EOF); k++) { 

1·)_, 

x[k] = (double) amp * w[k]; I* multiply the window by its 

weights *I 

y[k] = 0.0; 



} 

if (k<wlen) { 

x[k] = 0.0; 

y[k] = 0.0; 

endword=1; 

} 

fft(x,y,wlen,wm,1); 

I* compute the log magnitudes of the power spectrum *I 

for (k=O; k<wlen; k++) { 

mag = x[k]*x[k] + y[k]*y[k]; 

if (mag==O.O) mag= pow(i.0,(-20.0)); 

lmag[k] = log10(mag); 

} 

I* group the power spectrum into 16 channels *I 

cwid = wlen I NCHANNEL; 

for (j=O; j<NCHANNEL; j++) { 

sum =0.0; 
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for (k=O; k<cwid; k++) 

} 

} 

sum += lmag[j*cwid+k]; 

fprintf(out,"%1£\n",suml(cwid*l.O)); 

} I* end word *I 

fclose(out); 

} I* end file list *I 
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